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The challenge was doing The Bianco Ridge in winTeR. Real winTeR, noT The meTeoRological one. To have one of The mosT awe-inspiring rouTes in The alps all To  
yourself is someThing ThaT many dream of buT only few manage  
To experience. and yeT The sTraTegy for The bianco ridge would  
be so sTraighTforward: go when nobody else is There. and ThaT‘s  
exacTly whaT Toni mosshammer and david Kreiner did.
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Harder tHan you tHink 

The bianco ridge 
in winTeR



Crux of tHe superlative

It doesn’t matter  

whether you love 

them or hate  

them: If superla-

tIves manage to 

delIver what they 

promIse, there Is 

nothIng you can 

do apart from 

stand there and 

stare In awe.
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cornices are a standard feature of ridge walks in the high 
Alps. On the Bianco Ridge it is no different. In contrast to many other 
far less popular ridges, the Bianco maintains its physical shape from 
snow and ice alone. And in the imagination its appearance takes shape 
using every superlative you can think of. Just like the cornices, they  
get more spectacular as you go along.

“The most aesthetic route in the alps!” “a sculpture of snow and 
rock!” “a magic picture book line!” “a ridge made by the hand of 
god!” ”a must for every tour book!” “stairway to heaven in white!” 
“The most spectacular mountain marathon!”

superlatives are part of the way people judge things. That superlatives 
don’t stop at mountains, but have been intrinsically linked to them ever 
since romantic alpine literature came into existence, is also nothing 
new. after all, there is hardly a better way of portraying the grandeur of  
nature than with a lofty peak standing out against gigantic cloud forma-
tions, or the absorbing darkness of an overhanging north face that evokes 
fear and respect from the first moment you set eyes on it.

The Bianco ridge has made regular appearances in the gallery 
of picturesque routes since time immemorial. high above the 
valley floor, appearing to float in the heavens, illuminated by a  
golden-pink alpine glow, elegantly curving its way towards the 
summit of Piz Bernina: it has been created to be admired and 
then climbed. In other words: whoever sets eyes on the Bianco  
Ridge wants to get up there and do it.

Beauty isn’t everything. 
The attraction of the Bianco ridge has one serious disadvantage, however. 
a disadvantage that everybody knows who has set off in perfect conditions 
during the summer vacation to treat themselves to this alpine dream clas-
sic. That is because it is only in exceptional cases that you can enjoy the 
Bianco ridge in solitude. 
it is far more likely that your enjoyment of this alpine highlight will be 
tarnished by the following conditions: sardine-style accommodation in 
the Tschierva hut, the starting point of the tour. Followed by a confusion 
of light beams from innumerable headlamps when you set off at 2:30 in  
the morning. Then footsteps in front of you, behind you, to your left and  
to your right, on the scree slope ascent. 

a little later, ice cascades caused by climbers above. as the day 
goes on the crescendo of rotor noise arrives as the rescue helicop-
ters move in. and finally the impossibility of getting your camera 
out to snap the indescribable panorama from the summit because 
it is usually too crowded to even move.

The art of waiting. 
Toni moßhammer and david kreiner are actually really  
affable people, although being part of a mass exodus does not 
really meet their expectations as far as a memorable alpine  
adventure is concerned. When they pay their respects to the 
Bianco ridge then it is going to involve a strategy that includes 
simply waiting. Wait until winter has set in, wait until the days 
are shorter and the conditions more fierce. Wait until wind, 
weather and low temperatures leave the area people-free.

Wait until the Bianco Ridge pleasure trip has 
transformed into a real alpine challenge.

Bianco Ridge
BeRnina Range, gRauBünden, swiTzeRland

is: perhaps The finesT snow-cresTed ridge in The alps FiRsT ascenT By: paul güssfeld, hans grass and Johann gross in 1878
leads To:  piz bernina, 4,049m  
sTaRTing poinT: Tschierva huT, 2,573m 
diFFiculTy: rocK iii, ice 45–50
aveRage Time Taken: 9–12 hours (in summer)auThoRised nickname:  “sTairway To heaven”

“The challenge was doing the Bianco 

Ridge in winter. Real winter, not the 

meteorological one.” Toni

The bianco ridge

sWiTzerland
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January 2013: it is freezing cold and the days are as short as they can 
be. Daylight shuts shop from four o’clock in the afternoon, plunging the 
stage in darkness. 

Toni moßhammer and david kreiner have just arrived in Pontresina after 
a long drive from Tyrol in austria. There is no time to lose because they 
both want to catch a glimpse of the ridge before it becomes pitch-black. 
What the conditions look like up there at the moment none of the people 
they contacted in advance were able to say. For one simple reason: nobody 
has been up there recently. and why not? Because you only do the Bianco 
ridge during the season. certainly not in winter. interim status report: the 
strategy seems to be working.

in order to obtain an overview of the situation they first need to reach 
the Tschierva hut at 2,573m. But this is more than just a stone’s throw 
away. Toni and david put on their skis, shoulder their backpacks and set 
off up the mountain. To have an Olympic champion and world champion in  
nordic combined putting the tracks down in front of you is an advantage, 
especially when you are in a hurry. so david sets the pace, and instead of 
the standard three hours it only takes half as long – thanks to their ex-
tremely athletic progress – until they reach the completely snowed-under  
Tschierva hut. no light, no footprints, no smoke: the hut was shuttered up 
for winter months ago and it looks like nobody has been here since. The 
last entry in the hut logbook is from October last year.

it is no longer possible to check out the ski touring conditions tonight be-
cause the Bianco ridge has transformed into the nero ridge as night falls 
and it slumbers in silence under the starry sky. The only information to be 
obtained within the scope of their headlamps is from the mercury in the 
thermometer outside: a reassuring -20°c. it is clear there is only one thing 
to do: get inside, and quickly.

swiss mountain huts have their pros and cons. The prices are one of the 
cons. For a litre of hot water (without a teabag, obviously) you will often be 
asked to hand over € 6.00. On the positive side, as a kind of reimbursement 
for the exorbitant summer prices, some hut keepers equip the winter quar-
ters with an oven and plenty of wood, as is the case in the Tschierva hut. an 
offer that Toni and david, sweating and frost-covered from the ascent, find 
impossible to decline. Within the hour the winter room has transformed 
into a 70°c sauna: “We sat there in our underpants and watched the glue 
drip off our ski skins,“ says Toni.

Two eaRly BiRds – one cold start. When the alarm 
goes off the next day, on January 8th, it is still pitch-black outside.  
The backpacks are ready and their skis are skinned up in the  
corner. A quick breakfast, a few sips of lukewarm tea, and they  
are off. It is important they do not waste a moment: every hour 
of light is invaluable in deep winter. Just before six o’clock, Toni 
and David set off by the light of their headlamps in temperatures  
of minus 20 degrees.

The first stage across the Tschierva glacier immediately 
reveals its stubbornness. a stubbornness that hardly exists 
in summer because at this point you have an easily cross-
able scree slope in front of you that you can march across 
relatively quickly before reaching the glacier field. But not in 
January, when all the paths are covered by several metres 
of snow. On top of that it has snowed quite recently, turning 
the supposedly “easy” start into a bit of an ordeal. again and 
again Toni and david break through the icy crust, sinking up 
to their waists in bottomless snow: “First it was david, who 
had taken over cutting the trail at full pelt, who sunk in up to 
the waist. and then i followed and thanks to the 20 kg extra 
weight strapped round my ribs, sank into the same track, 
just even deeper.”

getting off to a difficult start is not for everybody and has often 
led to retreat. For Toni and david this is neither a surprise nor un- 
welcome. This is precisely the challenge they were looking for here 
in the middle of winter: “For us the challenge was doing the Bianco 
ridge in winter. real winter, not the meteorological one. no holds 
barred.”

Their batteries are fully charged and their thighs have fully recovered 
following yesterday’s sauna. The two-man team ploughs on until  
they reach steep ice and have to secure their skis to their back-
packs. The 45 to 50° steep ice slope is in sound condition and they 
manage to run up quickly. Two and a half hours into the tour Toni 
and david reach Fuorcla Prievlusa (3,430m), the saddle at the  
beginning of the first section of rock. in summer, this grade-three 
climb would not present them with much of a problem. all the gnarly 
bits have been ironed smooth with steel cables and ladders. a  
situation that Toni and david are not able to take advantage of on 
this occasion. loose snow is lying everywhere, not offering a safe 
foothold, and has to be painstakingly swept away first. as a result, 
climbing and setting protection is a slow process that in these con-
ditions turn out to be very time-consuming. Plus it is freezing cold. 
Toni: “This section went on forever and we lost a lot of time covering 
these few metres.”

david kReineR
home Town: KiTzbühel/Tyrol/ausTria 
spends his Time: winning nordic 
combinaTion gold medals, e.g. aT 
The olympic games in vancouver 
2012 (Team evenT), aT The world 
championships in oslo 2011 (Team 
evenT), aT The world cup in chaux-
neuve 2011 (individual evenT)
auThoRised nickname: dave 
has: as much power in his legs 
as Two freighT Trains aT full TilT
can do well: sTay awaKe

Toni mosshammeR

home Town: fieberbrunn/Tyrol/ausTria

spends his Time: worKing as a qualified 

mounTain and sKi guide, and as much as 

possible wiTh his charming girlfriend 

unauThoRised nickname: handsome anTon

has: The abiliTy To always be in a good mood

can do well: everyThing To do wiTh 

mounTains

“If your pins don’t get tired, 
then the grey matter upstairs 
stays awake longer too.”  
Toni

pole position Has its priCe



The bianco ridge
Walk tHe line

First cutting a trail in deep snow 
and then tiresome climbing up rock covered in snow – so  
far operation “Bianco Ridge in winter” has delivered  
everything Toni and David could hope for in terms of  
challenge. Testing yourself against the challenges of winter 
climbing is all very well, but a winter classic like the Bianco 
ridge can also catch you out with one or two picture book 
moments, even in winter. Toni and david are on top form, 
but at the moment they still don’t know what the conditions 
on the ridge are like. it is not until they reach the “shark 
Tooth”, a prominent rock pinnacle at the end of this section, 
that they set eyes for the first time on the heart of the tour:  
the ridge itself. and, the curtain rises, the picture book  
moment appears. 

it does not matter whether you love them or hate them: if 
superlatives manage to deliver what they promise, there is 
nothing you can do apart from stand there and stare in awe. 
Toni and david do just that as the Bianco ridge stretches in 
front of them in all its glory. still, a real mountaineer does 
not stand around with his jaw hanging open, he gets started. 
“Walk the line” commands the instinct. however: “now and 
again we just had to stand there and let our jubilation sink 
in. it is difficult to believe that a place which is overrun with 
people on a fine day can also be so mystical and lonely.”

after a euphoric 45 minutes, the ridge – which offers 
a mix of smooth ice, hip-deep powder and perfect 
foothold-safe snow – is behind them and they reach 
Piz Bianco (3,995m), a kind of intermediate peak  
on route to Piz Bernina (4,049m).  

But there is still a ridge to come: Toni and david 
yet again have to tackle a technical section and 
this time it is the crux of the whole route. On this  
second section of rock it is also difficult to fit pro-
tection and tough to climb. Thrash about, search for 
hold, thrash about again. Toni takes the lead and is 
first to reach Piz Bernina. david is right behind him 
and at 1:30 pm they are both standing exhausted  
but satisfied under a perfectly blue sky on the  
summit of Piz Bernina.

“Now and again we just had to stand there and let our jubilation sink in. 

It was so incredibly beautiful up there. But we didn’t need more than 

45 minutes for the ridge.” Toni



an amazing moment for them both, all the  
more memorable for David perhaps because the Bianco 
Ridge is his first major combined tour above 4,000m in 
winter. There wasn’t a moment, though, where he revealed 
his lack of experience, something for which Toni expressed 
his greatest respect: “david is not just extremely fit, he is 
something even more important on this kind of outing: tot- 
ally motivated. There was only once when i showed him 
which way to go next and he took off.” 

doing overrun alpine classics in winter so that you have 
your peace and quiet: a concept with a future? There are 
only exceptional cases when you can enjoy an alpine beauty  
like the Bianco ridge alone and deepest winter is certainly 
one of them. “But you must not forget,” warns the mountain 
guide in Toni, “a tour in winter is a completely different un-
dertaking that has virtually nothing to do with the summer 
version of the same thing.” 

You need to view the grades of difficulty in the  
topo with caution. a scree slope can easily trans-
form into a bottomless snowfield that is difficult  
to cross. likewise, a comfortably crossable snow- 
crested ridge can become smooth ice on a treache-
rous knife’s edge. as the difficulty of the conditions  
increases, so do the requirements on fitness and 
physical strength. not everybody has an untiring 
ski track maker as a climbing partner, not every-
body who climbs a mountain has the experience of 
a mountain guide. 

conclusion: an icy cold winter’s day, a dream ridge, a  
summit and a team that quickly managed to ascend and  
descend without incident. it could not be better. and it  
looks as though the Bianco ridge will not be the last team 
expedition undertaken by these two.

“It doesn’t matter whether you love them or hate them: if superlatives  

manage to deliver what they promise, there is nothing you can do apart  

from stand there and stare in awe.” 


